






Cross over------------------------
After the skinny silhouettes from last seasons we want more 
movement.. It’s the range of quick, crazy fashion hypes and 
cults we are tired of. We desire just comfortable clothes. Far 
from cheap basics, but with looks that underline our high stan-
dards and levels of living. Modern, high-tech innovation must be 
felt. The desire to wear something special, something unique 
that doesn’t look like a mass-product is getting even stronger

Men classics, due to today’s conservatism are great sourc-
es of inspiration for the Y3 collection. The suit is draped 
around the body and translated into a sporty but also very 
feminine style. The feminine silhouette is getting large with 
volume but with a relaxed feeling. Twisted classic styling, 
contrasting graphic areas combined with classic pockets.

Color palette-----------------------------                 
The color palette consists of fresh white, black, differ-
ent tones of grey such as dark grey and silver grey. Dark 
blue and deep red are added as contrasting colors.

Geometric prints-----------------------
Prints are geometric and are done in metallic on a black back-
ground. The prints are organized and clean.  The 3 stripes of 
Adidas are used diagonally and twisted, or are out of proportion. 
The Y-3 logo is printed in silver, blue, black and metallic. Con-
trasting black; bold graphic movements and plays with lines and 
placing of areas. Knits also have structured geometrical prints.

Performance Fabrics----------------
The futuristic innovative breathing, energizing, climate 
control, skin and health care textiles are indispens-
able and of top quality. Freedom of movement is a must.
Jerseys and tricot have moisture wicking properties which 
are ideal for shirts that are cool, dry and comfortable. The 
mesh interlining for jackets is also made from Coolmax.
Polartec is used for its warm and wind/waterproof properties 
for jumpers and shirts and lining. Thermal stretch fleece is 
used for its soft body hugging fit with its Lycra 4 way stretch.
Breathing coated polyester microfibre is used for jackets and out-
erwear which require a lightweight and soft drape. Finely woven 
nylon such as Pertex give jackets shower and windproof resistance
Gore-Tex Laminated membrane is used for breathable lightweight 
and waterproof All-weather jackets. Coated Tactel fabrics are used 
for its  breathablitiy, easy care, lightweight and strength in clothing.
Coats are made from Aquatherm fabics which are made from 
stretch polyester with UV and mildew resistance. The outer sur-
face has a smooth surface that sheds water and is fast dying and 
the inner surface is a stretch knit polyester which is fast drying.









 WHAT ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT
WHAT ARE YOU DOING
HOW  ARE YOU LIVING YOUR LIFE?
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 FASHION HELPS US GET RID OF OUR

INFERIORITY COMPLEX AND
SPORT  ALLOWS US TO DO IT  IN A PRACTICAL MANNER

A collaboration  between adidas & Yohji Yamamoto

YOHJI YAMAMOTO
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